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Single-pulse (532 nm, 8 ns) micropatterning of silicon with nanometric surface modulation is

demonstrated by irradiating through a diffracting pinhole. The irradiation results obtained at fluences

above the melting threshold are characterized by scanning electron and scanning force microscopy

and reveal a good agreement with Fresnel diffraction theory. The physical mechanism is identified

and discussed on basis of both thermocapillary and chemicapillary induced material transport during

the molten state of the surface. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4882660]

I. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed laser irradiation of surfaces can have very differ-

ent effects depending on several parameters such as pulse

duration, wavelength, and energy density among others. The

effect of the laser irradiation can range from material re-

moval (ablation) to annealing of crystalline defects or other

non-ablative processes giving rise to topographic features

with various surface morphologies at the nano/micro scale.

The corresponding applications include laser texturing,1

laser annealing,2 laser scribing,3 laser surface engineering,4

laser-induced periodic surface structures5 (LIPSS, ripples),

and recently laser-induced plasmonic structures.6,7

One of the first applications of nanosecond (ns) laser

technology arising in the mid-seventies was laser annealing

of semiconductors and in particular silicon.2 During the last

decades, ns-laser technology has reached a mature state and

is nowadays an integral part of various industrial materials

processing strategies. In particular, “laser texturing.” Laser

surface texturing (LST) at the microscale was first employed

to improve the tribological surface characteristics of materi-

als in the 1990s.1 Additionally, it was demonstrated that

laser-induced patterned microstructures on the surface of the

materials can improve their properties such as wear rates and

lubrication lifetime. Lasers provide excellent control of the

surface microstructure compared to other surface etching

processes.8 It is important to point out that laser texturing is

not always based on material removal as it is the case in laser

ablation, in the case of laser texturing a hydrodynamic redis-

tribution of the molten region occurs.9 Finally, an additional

important application of laser marking (patterning) is in

semiconductor manufacturing processes for the identification

(ID) of individual wafers.10

Extending these results to the nanometer scale implies

circumventing the diffraction limit arising from the use of

conventional optical systems. One solution is the development

and use of near field technologies. As an example, arrays of

self assembled nano-/micro-sized spheres on a surface have

been employed. Patterning can be achieved by two different

processes: direct irradiation of the surface through the holes of

the array giving rise to triangular shapes and electromagnetic

field enhancement at the bottom of each sphere.11,12

In this work, we take benefit from optical diffraction

effects to realize more complex surface structures reaching

micrometer precision on the lateral scale. The obtained dif-

fraction pattern is imprinted on the surface of the Si wafer,

resulting in surface displacements of the order of tens of

nanometers only in the vertical direction. In the high inten-

sity regions, which in this case are rings, the silicon melts

and moves towards the low intensity regions generating a

surface depression (valley). In the low intensity regions, a

ring-shaped protrusion is formed. These matter transport

processes arise from the Marangoni effect; thermocapillary

and chemicapillary forces are acting on the silicon melt. The

observed optical patterning is explained with Fresnel diffrac-

tion theory and a good agreement between theory and experi-

ment is obtained. This diffraction-based processing

technique13 opens up the possibility to influence the pattern-

ing effects through the spatial parameters characterizing the

mask and its distance to the sample.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up for the laser irra-

diation experiments of commercial single-crystalline silicon

wafers (WRS Materials, San Jos�e, USA, h100i crystal orien-

tation, n-doped (phosphorous), wafer thickness

350–400 lm). It is based on the diffraction pattern generated

by a single laser pulse (532 nm, 8 ns, beam diameter 3 mm),

emitted from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser

(Continuum-Minilite), at a distance d typically a few hun-

dreds of micrometers behind a circular diffracting mask (a

pinhole with a diameter of a¼ 70 lm) which is illuminated

at a distance of Z� 60 mm through a f¼ 70 mm focal length

lens. In this irradiation geometry, the optical transmission of
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the focused laser beam through the pinhole aperture is

approximately T¼ 0.27.

For suitable laser pulse energies (EP), the structured light

illumination field resulting from the diffraction at the pinhole

locally modifies the material and leads to an annular ring pat-

tern imprinted in the surface topography as shown in Fig. 1.

This technique has been referred to as diffraction-assisted

method (DAM)14 and was successfully used to locally modify

the size and morphology of nanostructured thin films.13,15 All

irradiation were performed in air. Prior to irradiation, the sili-

con wafers were cleaned using ethanol.

The laser irradiated surface regions were characterized

by optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron microscopy

(SEM; JEOL7600F), and scanning force microscopy (SFM;

Digital Instruments, Nanoscope III) operated in tapping

mode at line scan rates below 1 Hz.

III. RESULTS

A. Diffraction-assisted micropatterning and surface
characterization

Figure 2 presents the comparison of a SEM images and

the corresponding scanning force microscopic images of two

surface spots irradiated with a single ns-laser pulse (EP¼ 1.0

mJ) at two different sample-mask distances d¼ 150 lm and

250 lm (625 lm), respectively.

Several concentric rings are clearly distinguishable in

all SEM/SFM micrographs [(a) and (d)]. The SFM cross-

sectional profile along the dashed horizontal lines [see Fig.

2(d)] reveals very shallow surface depressions and protru-

sions of less than 615 nm in both cases [see Fig. 2(c)].

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for diffraction-assisted micropatterning of the

silicon wafer. Typical distances: Z (from lens to pinhole)¼ 60 mm, a (pin-

hole diameter¼ 70 lm), d (sample-mask distance� 100–300 lm), and f
(focal length of the lens¼ 70 mm).

FIG. 2. SEM micrographs (a) and

SFM topography images (d) of two

DAM-micropatterned spots on a sili-

con wafer surface (EP¼ 1.0 mJ) irradi-

ated at two different mask to sample

distances d¼ 150 lm 6 25 lm (left

column) and d¼ 250 lm 6 25 lm

(right column). The corresponding cal-

culated fluence and height profiles

[along the dashed white lines in (d)]

are shown in (b) and (c). Note the dif-

ferent vertical scales used in (b) and

(c) for both columns.

224309-2 Haro-Poniatowski et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 224309 (2014)
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Regions appearing dark in the SEM micrographs are associ-

ated with shallow surface depressions of the SFM topogra-

phy [compare Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. The separation width and

depth of the rings both vary in the radial direction. These

results are in close correspondence with those reported

before13 on laser-irradiated nanostructured silver thin films.

In order to analyze the obtained experimental results a

Fresnel diffraction model for a circular pinhole was used.

The analysis is equivalent to the one presented in Ref. 13

and is resumed in Sec. III B. The result of the radial irradi-

ance profile is presented by the green curves shown in Fig.

2(b). A close correspondence between the position of the

peaks and the patterned surface is observed. An expanded

view of the cross-sectional irradiance and the height profiles

is given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) corresponding to the two

micropatterned spots described before.

B. Fresnel diffraction theory

For some simple cases, such as the patterning of silver

quasipercolated thin films diffracted by a razor edge or a sin-

gle slit was already shown that the experimental results can

be described using Fresnel diffraction theory.16 The case of

circular apertures is mathematically more complex.15,17 In

the present case, the same formalism can be used. To calcu-

late the spatial intensity distribution produced by the diffrac-

tion of a circular aperture, we consider an observation point

P at the plane of the sample. The sample is located at a dis-

tance Z0 from the mask with a circular aperture with a diam-

eter a.

The intensity I is given by

I ¼ a2p
kZ0

� �2

ðC2ðu; vÞ þ S2ðu; vÞÞ; (1)

with

Cðu; vÞ ¼ 2

u
sin

v2

2u
þ

sin 1
2

u
1
2

u
V0ðu; vÞ �

cos 1
2

u
1
2

u
V1ðu; vÞ;

Sðu; vÞ ¼ 2

u
cos

v2

2u
�

cos 1
2

u
1
2

u
V0ðu; vÞ �

sin 1
2

u
1
2

u
V1ðu; vÞ;

V0ðu; vÞ and V1ðu; vÞ are Lommel functions given by

Vnðu; vÞ ¼
X1
s¼0

ð�1Þs v

u

� �nþ2s

Jnþ2sðvÞ;

where JnðvÞ is the Bessel function and the dependence on the

spatial coordinates x, y is given by u ¼ ka2

z0
, v ¼ kar

z0
, with

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
.

The theoretical diffraction intensity profile I(r) result-

ing from the mask with a hole is calculated by solving

Eq. (1). As the intensity I and the laser fluence / are lin-

early related (/¼A� I), the proportionality constant (A)

was calculated by integrating /(x,y) over the sample

plane and subsequent normalization with the transmitted

laser pulse energy.

Etr ¼ T � EP ¼
ðþ1

�1

ðþ1

�1

/ x; yð Þ � dx � dy ¼ 2p � A
ð1

0

I rð Þ � r � dr:

(2)

For the given case (T¼ 0.27, EP¼ 1.0 mJ), the corresponding

calculated radial fluence distributions and are presented in

Figs. 2(b) and 3 (green lines) as a function of the horizontal

position in the surface plane of the sample. Using the meas-

ured experimental parameters (laser wavelength k¼ 532 nm,

distance from the mask to the sample d¼ 150 lm 6 25 lm in

one case and d¼ 250 lm 6 25 lm in the second case, pin-

hole diameter a¼ 70 lm), the oscillations of the diffracted

patterns match well the spacing between the induced mor-

phological rings. It is important to note that in our experi-

mental setup the distance d between pinhole and mask and

the parallelism between the sample and the mask surfaces

were difficult to control precisely. As consequence of the dif-

fraction affected by this, the ring pattern imprinted to the sili-

con surface is not complete (see Fig. 2, left column). Hence,

this distance d¼Z0 was considered as an adjustable parame-

ter allowing a variation of up to 15% in the Fresnel diffrac-

tion calculations. The best agreement (position of the

diffracted intensity peaks and their corresponding width)

between the calculated diffraction pattern and our experi-

mental surface morphologies were obtained for Z0¼ 173 lm

and Z0¼ 250 lm, respectively (Fig. 2, left and right). Both

values of Z0 agree within the experimental uncertainty of

625 lm with the sample-mask distances d specified for Figs.

2 and 3.

IV. DISCUSSION

The surface depressions are formed in the regions of

highest fluence [marked by vertical dotted lines in Fig. 2],

suggesting that ablation or melt flows are responsible for

their formation. The importance of melt flows is further sup-

ported by the fact that each depression is always bordered by

protrusions along with the observation of an almost unaltered

surface between the depressions. From the expanded surface

and fluence profiles, shown in Fig. 3, one can find additional

clues supporting that melt flow and subsequent solidification

FIG. 3. Expanded view of the fluence

(left vertical scale) and height (right

vertical scale) spatial profiles (as previ-

ously shown in Fig. 2). (a)

d¼ 150 lm 6 25 lm, (b) d¼ 250 lm

6 25 lm.
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are responsible for the resulting morphology. Consider for

instance the central region in Fig. 3(b) where the fluence dis-

tribution shows a local maximum exactly at the center posi-

tion (0 lm). The corresponding surface height profile shows

a small protrusion instead of a depression. This protrusion is

very likely due to the melt flow from the first two nearest

neighbor peaks to the central one in the spatial fluence

distribution.

Moreover, in the direct comparison between fluence and

surface height profiles, one can see that the ratio of both enti-

ties is not constant—particularly in Fig. 3(a), where the cen-

tral fluence (factor 2–3 enhanced fluence) does not lead to a

2–3 times deeper crater (just a factor of �1–2), indicating a

weak dependence of the maxima of the surface height profile

on the laser fluence.

The calculated fluences allow a comparison to the

thresholds of phase transitions reported in the literature

for irradiation of silicon wafers by 532-nm ns-laser

pulses. Schwarz-Selinger et al.9 reported for 1-ns laser

pulses a melting threshold of /melt¼ 0.21 J/cm2 and a

threshold of /deoxi � 0.6 J/cm2 for the break-up of the

native oxide layer. That melting threshold is close to the

value of /melt¼ 0.38 J/cm2 found earlier by Lowndes

et al.18 for 18-ns laser pulses in time resolved reflectivity

measurements. The onset of ablation (particle emission)

was reported by van Brug et al.19 for 15-ns laser pulses

at fluences around /abl� 3 J/cm2. These threshold values

confirm that the melting threshold is exceeded in our

experiments here. The literature value of the ablation

threshold of 3 J/cm2 would also suggest that ablation

occurs in both micropatterned spots shown in Figs. 2 and

3. Evaluating for these two irradiation spots the topo-

graphic volume above and below the original surface

plane reveals that these two values are almost identical

(for each of the spot). Hence, transient melt flows domi-

nate the surface structuring process and ablation is negli-

gible here. The fact that the calculated fluences are

exceeding the literature values of the ablation threshold

here might arise from the fact that the fluence normaliza-

tion procedure using Eq. (2) crucially depends on the ra-

dial intensity profiles.20 However, the experimental proof

of material displacement without significant removal of

silicon from SFM clearly underlines that the importance

of melt flows and that their temporal dynamics must be

analyzed in more detail here.

The melt displacements are either caused by thermoca-

pillary flows (Marangoni effect)21 or can be triggered by a

pressure locally induced to the molten surface by ablating

material. The Marangoni effect has been investigated and

modelled in nanosphere-enhanced laser patterning of sili-

con.11 Two distinct components are responsible for the

Marangoni flows. The first is thermocapillarity (associated to

a local temperature gradient) and the second one is chemica-

pillarity (associated with local compositional gradient). The

local thermal gradient is induced by the spatial laser beam

intensity profile. This is initially of Gaussian shape and then

transferred upon diffraction at the circular pinhole into a

more complex diffraction pattern. The compositional gradi-

ent may originate from the native oxide layer at the surface

of the Si wafer. When the laser fluence is large enough to

activate both processes, the thermocapillary one moves the

material outwards from the hottest regions towards the

colder edges. In contrast, the chemicapillary effect would

move the molten materials inward towards the center.11 The

chemicapillarity is triggered if the laser intensity/fluence is

high enough to evaporate the surfactant (the native oxide

layer). This effect is responsible for the central bump or peak

in the irradiated area in Ref. 11 but it is not observed in our

case.

These two forms of capillarity have been investigated in

detail for irradiation with a spatially Gaussian beam profile

and are responsible for two experimentally observed mor-

phologies in the surface of Ni-P magnetic disks substrates

using a single ns-pulse of a Nd:YLF laser (1047 nm,

50 ns).22,23 Depending on the energy of the irradiation pulse,

one can generate a “bowl type” surface deformation having

only the rim protruding above the surface (for low energies

as in our case) or a “sombrero” like surface profile (with the

formation of a peak in the center of the irradiated spot) if the

irradiation energy is high enough. These effects also have

been reported for silicon surfaces irradiated by a Gaussian

beam.9,21

The previously presented and discussed results strongly

suggest that the surface height profiles observed in Figs. 2

and 3 are caused by Marangoni melt flows generating the

bowl-type surface morphologies in the vicinity of each

local interference maximum. This hypothesis was further

tested based on an estimation of the time which is required

to generate such surface deformations compared to the typ-

ical melt durations observed for ns-laser irradiation of sili-

con. According to Ben-Yakar and coworkers24 the

characteristic time sM for Marangoni melt flow can be esti-

mated as

sM ¼
gL2

jcT jTmh0

; (3)

where g is the dynamic viscosity of the melt, L is the radial

flow distance, h0 represents an average melt depth, and Tm

the melting temperature of the silicon (1690 K).

|cT|¼ |dc/dT| is the absolute value of the temperature coeffi-

cient of the surface tension c. Assuming L¼ 3 lm as a typ-

ical distance to be bridged between adjacent interference

maxima (caused by Fresnel diffraction, see Fig. 3) along

with an average melt depth of h0� 750 nm (close to the op-

tical penetration depth of 532 nm radiation in silicon) and

taking the material parameters of molten silicon25

g¼ 0.9� 10�3 N s/m2, cT¼�0.28� 10�3 N/(m K) into

consideration, a characteristic time for Marangoni flow of

sM� 22 ns is estimated here using Eq. (3). This value is

approximately twice the pulse duration (8 ns). It is shorter

than the melt duration (lifetime of the melt) experimentally

observed upon ns-laser irradiation of silicon at 532 nm

wavelength, featuring values starting from a few tens of

nanoseconds at fluences very close to the melting thresh-

old up to melt durations of �1 ls at fluences approaching

the ablation theshold.26 Moreover, for the ns-laser pulse

durations the absorbed optical energy spreads already

224309-4 Haro-Poniatowski et al. J. Appl. Phys. 115, 224309 (2014)
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during the laser pulse into the surrounding silicon, result-

ing in a characteristic heat diffusion length of typically a

few micrometers.21 This effect can increase the average

melt depth h0 and, according to Eq. (3), will further

decrease the characteristic time required for Marangoni

melt flows. Hence, the proposed Marangoni melt flow

scenario appears reasonable here as there is enough time

for the molten surface to evolve into the observed surface

morphologies.

The summarizing scheme shown in Figure 4 compares

the laser processing of a silicon wafer surface during the irra-

diation with a Gaussian laser beam [Fig. 4(a)] with that of a

Fresnel-diffracted Gaussian laser beam [Fig. 4(b)]. The melt

layer transiently formed upon the irradiation is sketched in

black, while the local thermocapillary forces resulting from

the Marangoni effect are indicated as orange arrows in both

parts of the figure. For irradiation with a Gaussian beam, the

thermocapillary forces are always directed outwards, result-

ing in a rim around the irradiated spot. In contrast, a dif-

fracted laser beam induces both, inwards and outwards

directed forces, which are finally leading to annular rims sur-

rounding each surface depression.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Single shot laser (532 nm, 8 ns) micropatterning of a

silicon wafer through a diffractive circular mask (pin-

hole) was demonstrated. For suitable laser pulse energies,

the structured light illumination field resulting from the

diffraction locally modifies the material and leads to a

very shallow annular ring pattern imprinted in the sur-

face topography. The results were compared to the

Fresnel diffraction theory and revealed that melting

occurs in the regions of the highest intensities, finally

triggering local melt displacements (height modulation

<615 nm after surface solidification).
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